
helping endangered
plants and animals

‘Endangered’ plants and animals
are ones that are so rare they may
disappear forever if people do not

help them.

These lions are special because they don’t come from Africa
like other lions.

This is
the UK.

Mark an ‘X’ on
this map to show
where Asiatic lions
are from.

How many of these lions are left in the wild

This is not very many lions. Think about how
many children there are at your school.
Imagine if that was all the people left in the world

CLUE:
Read the

big lion sign 
to find the
answers.

LIONS

Start this trail at the lion enclosure. Each question matches a number on the map
Follow the numbers around the Zoo to see what you can find out.



Can you see the bats       These are very rare Livingstone’s fruit
bats that come out in the daytime. What do they eat in the Zoo
Join the dots to find out:

After eating all parts of the fruit, which
bits might end up in the bats’ poo

CLUE:
What little hard

things do we find in
fruit such as apples

and oranges that
we don’t eat?

Seeds in bat poo are scattered all over the forest;
some grow into new plants. Do you think this is a
good thing Yes           No

Bristol Zoo helps to protect frogs. Many are dying out because of a
nasty disease called the chytrid fungus.

Can you name one thing Harry the AmphiKeeper has to do to keep
the frogs in the Amphipod free from disease

Reptiles are  animals with dry scales such as snakes, lizards and turtles.
Lots of reptiles are endangered because they are killed to be made into
things that people buy such as crocodile skin handbags.

Can you name three other things reptiles are made into 

Some reptiles are endangered because they are collected from
the wild to be sold as pets. What could you do to stop more
reptiles becoming endangered

CLUE:
Look in

the cabinet
near the

exit.

batS

amphipod

reptile house



Find the

FSC symbol

and draw it

in the box

If your family buys things made from FSC wood,
what are you helping to look after

forests
coral reefs
deserts

The animals here need trees to live in, but often
these are chopped down for wood. When people
buy paper and wooden things, they can help by
choosing the ones with the special FSC symbol.

Fish are a great food for people, but some 
types of fish have become endangered 
because too many of them are being 
fished from the sea for us to eat

To make sure there will be enough fish in 
the future, we need to fish more carefully. 
When you go shopping with your family, 
help them to choose the fish or fish fingers 
with the MSC logo on. This makes sure 
that there will be enough fish for animals 
and people in the future. 

Not all penguins live in cold places.  Which part of the world do
the penguins at Bristol Zoo come from 

A 

Bristol Zoo works with scientists to help look after wild penguins.
Scientists recognise penguins by their pattern of spots. In the tunnel
you will find some penguins. Hold one up to the camera.

On which part of the penguins’ body are the spots found 

      
Why is it important that the scientists and Bristol Zoo help these penguins

Find the
MSC logo

and draw it

in the box

aquarium

monkey jungle

seal & penguin coasts
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Three things that you and your family can do to
help look after wild animals and plants....

1. Buy fish with the MSC symbol on it.
2. Buy paper and things made from wood with the FSC symbol on it. 
3. Don’t buy presents on holiday that are made from plants or animals.

Endangered animals and plants puzzle

Use the knowledge you have gained from your trip to the Zoo today to find
the answers to the clues below in the word search.

•  The only country that Asiatic lions come from.  
•  The part of a fruit that is found in the poo of a Livingstone’s fruit bat.  
•  A type of reptile with no arms or legs. 
•  Marks found on a penguin’s belly. 
•  Something you write on and can recycle. 
•  Three letters you can look out for that help to protect fish.
•  A word used to describe rare animals or plants.  
•  The type of penguins found at Bristol Zoo.


